ABSTRACT In this paper, we consider the problem of covering all regions of interests (targets) by relocating a set of mobile sensors such that total movement made by them is minimized. This problem itself is a challenging one and addressed recently by some researchers under free mobility model. We consider a more restricted version of the problem where sensors can move only in two mutually perpendicular directions. We first show that the optimal point to which a sensor must move to cover a specific target is different under this model from the one where sensors can move freely, and characterize such a point. On the basis of this observation, we have developed heuristics to solve the problem. The heuristics run in two phases; the first phase ensures coverage and the second phase, connectivity. In both the phases, the sensors can move only with restricted mobility. We have run a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and found that the total movement made in the first phase is comparable to the solution given by an IPP (Integer Programming Problem). For the second phase, we have presented two heuristics MinCon and MinCon_m. The algorithm MinCon works by finding connected components of the graph consisting of sensor nodes. It then identifies destination locations where some sensors must be placed so that all necessary components become connected. Once the destinations are known, the problem is solved by mapping it to an LSAP (Linear Sum Assignment Problem). The other heuristic MinCon_m improves over MinCon by moving only a subset of sensors to their destinations using the solution of LSAP. It then finds the movement of the remaining sensors applying a technique used in the first phase.
Recent technological advances have led to the improvement of sensor frameworks which open new vistas for some potential applications like rural control, catastrophe help, biomedical and so on [1] , [2] . Sensor networks help to avoid collecting sensed data manually by deploying a set of sensors over the region of interest and using wireless communications among the sensors to collect the data at some sink or Base Station (BS) where the data can be processed. A sensor network would fail to serve its purpose unless the sensors are deployed properly. Sensor deployment has received considerable attention among researchers and there are generally two approaches for deployment. One is where region under surveillance has to be covered entirely so that no coverage hole remains. This is termed as area coverage [3] , [4] . The other, called target coverage [5] aims to ensure specific targets within the surveillance region are covered. Most of the works dealing with sensor deployment [6] [7] [8] [9] are based on the assumption that the environment is well known and under control. This is definitely not the case when we need to monitor unknown or hostile territories such as remote harsh fields, disaster zones and, hazardous urban locations. The only way to deal with such situations is to use mobile sensors so that after initial deployment they can move to appropriate locations thereby ensuring area or target coverage whichever is desired. Also, the battery in some of the sensors may be depleted leading to insufficient coverage. Relocation of some sensors can restore the situation without needing further deployment. Other than improving coverage, sensor mobility may also be useful in detecting mobile intruders in a specified area as done in [10] . Here, they have formulated a game between a mobile intruder and sensors where the intruder aims to maximize its period of non-detection and sensors try to detect intrusion as quickly as possible. The authors have provided general movement strategies for both the intruder and the sensors.
In [11] , a set of algorithms are proposed which are intended to ensure complete area coverage with minimum delay and movement. The algorithms work by detecting coverage holes and then computing the destination location VOLUME 6, 2018 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
of the sensors where they should move. The authors have designed three movement-assisted sensor deployment protocols, VEC (VECtor-based), VOR (VORonoi-based), and Minimax based on the principle of moving sensors from densely deployed areas to sparsely deployed areas. The work in [12] , formulates a problem MMTC (minimizing movement for target coverage). MMTC can be formally stated as follows:
MMTC Problem: Given m targets with known locations and n mobile sensors deployed randomly in the task area, move sensors to new positions such that all the targets are covered and the total movement of sensors is minimized.
According to the authors, very little work has been done which explicitly consider minimizing movement for target coverage. A special case of MMTC problem is 1-MMTC where all sensors are located in a single location. They have shown 1-MMTC to be NP-complete by reducing set cover problem to it. However, if a restriction is imposed on the placement of targets such that distance between any two of them is greater than the sensing radius, MMTC is reduced to the Linear Sum Assignment Problem (LSAP) and can be solved in polynomial time by Extended Hungarian Method [12] . For the general case of the problem, the authors have proposed a heuristic called TV-greedy. In TV-greedy, at first, a Voronoi diagram of the targets is generated. Next, each target is assigned a sensor in its own Voronoi cell (if available) or a sensor from an adjacent cell (otherwise) and that sensor is moved just enough to cover that target. No movement is needed for a target which is covered by the initial or changed the position of sensors. In [13] , this work is extended to ensure connectivity. A two phase algorithm is proposed where the first phase is TV-greedy and in the second phase some of the sensors not assigned in the first phase are moved to new positions such that there is a path from every assigned sensor to the Base station. This is done by constructing a complete graph consisting of all sensors assigned in the first phase, and then finding a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) for this graph. Each edge in the MST which is of length greater than the communication radius needs one or more intermediate sensor to ensure connectivity and that is achieved by moving some of the unassigned sensors to those positions.
Chen et al. [15] have considered k sink Minimum Movement Target Coverage Problem (k-MMTC), where all the sensors are located in k sinks and each sink can supply the unlimited number of sensors. As 1-MMTC is NP-complete, so is k-MMTC but the authors have developed a Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme with approximation ratio (1 + ), and time complexity n O( 2 ) where n is the number of targets and > 0 is a predefined parameter.
The existing sensor relocation algorithms for target coverage and connectivity are based on the assumption of the free mobility model [16] . Under these model, each sensor can move any amount in any direction. But for real life situations, the movement of the sensors may be restricted.
Here we intend to solve the problem of target coverage with a rectilinear mobility model where a sensor can move only along two mutually perpendicular directions. Since the (x, y) co-ordinates of a location can be transformed to another set of co-ordinates by a simple rotation, we assume in this paper that sensor can move along directions parallel to the x and y-axes only. Thus, if a sensor moves from point u to v, the distance covered by it is the Manhattan Distance between u and v.
Our algorithm works in two phases. In the first phase, a subset of sensors are moved to new locations such that all targets are covered. The sensors which are essential to ensure coverage are called assigned sensors. Only if the first phase results in some assigned sensors not connected to BS, the second phase is initiated to move some unassigned sensors to achieve connectivity.
Our contributions in this paper are the following: 1) Characterizing the optimal location to which a sensor should move to cover a target under restricted mobility model. Assuming that the coverage area of a sensor is a circle of radius r s , we show that given a sensor s and a target t which is currently not covered by s, it is possible to find a point in O(1) time to which s should move to cover t such that distance moved by s under restricted mobility model is minimum. 2) Developing a polynomial time algorithm to ensure coverage and connectivity based on the above characterization. We have formulated an IPP to find optimal movement needed to ensure coverage and the first phase of our algorithm requires movement comparable to the solution of IPP. For the second phase, we have proposed two heuristics MinCon and MinCon_m. The algorithm MinCon_m requires considerably less movement than MinCon. We also show that no movement is initiated in phase 1 if all the targets are covered by the initial deployment of sensors. Also, no movement is needed in phase 2 if there exist a subset of sensors which cover all targets and are connected to BS after phase 1. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the underlying assumptions and formally defines the problem. The first and second phase of the algorithm is presented in section III and IV respectively. Performance of the algorithm based on experimental results are discussed in section V and section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT A. SYSTEM MODEL
We assume rectilinear mobility model for the sensors, i.e, the sensors can move only in two mutually perpendicular directions. Without loss of generality, we can assume that sensors can move only along directions parallel to x and yaxes. The other assumptions in our system model are stated as follows.
• A set of sensors S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . s n } and a set of targets T = {t 1 , t 2 . . . t m }, are placed in a 2D plane of size (X × Y ).
• The area is free from obstacles which can hinder movements.
• For the coverage, the disk Model [17] is adopted i.e., a target t j is said to be covered by a sensor s i if the Euclidean distance between them is less than or equal to the sensing radius of sensor s i . The works in [13] has also assumed the disk model.
• The distance moved by a sensor while going from location as shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The point s to which s should move to cover t such that, s is closest to s by Manhattan distance can be obtained by increasing the value of D (enlarging the rotated square centered at s) until it meets the circle C. This meeting can take place in two different ways:
Case I) the square touches C (Fig. 1 ) Case II) the corner of the square meets C (Fig. 2 ). For Case I), since the sides of the square are at an angle ±π/4 with x-axis, the point s where it touches the circle would be such that line segment ts would make an angle (
, with the X-axis. For Case II), since the corners of the square are along the lines parallel to X or Y axis, it follows that the line joining s and s is parallel to X-axis or to Y-axis.
Min-Point: This algorithm Min-point finds the point o(s, t) given s and t. The points ∈ C which make angle νπ 2 + π 4 , ν ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} are computed and added to the set P. If |t y − s y | < r s , the line parallel to x-axis from s will intersect circle C at two points. The one among them which is nearer to s is added to P. Similarly, if |t x − s x | < r s , another point is computed and added to P. So, the cardinality of P is between 4 and 6. It follows from lemma 1, that o(s, t, r s ) must be one of the points in P and can be computed in O(1) time.
Definition 2: Given a sensor s and target t, the actual distance by which s has to move to cover t is denoted by d A (s, t), where
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p ← the point where the line y = s y meets the circle of radius r s centered at t.
6:
P ← P ∪ p 7: end if 8: if |t x − s x | < r s then 9: p ← the point where the line x = s x meets the circle of radius r s centered at t. 10 :
The algorithm for coverage has a preprocessing phase where distance from each target to all the sensors are computed. For each target t j , j ∈ {1, 2, · · · m} we construct a list L j of n sensors placed in order of their Euclidean distance from t j . Once the lists are computed we form group G(s) for all the sensors where G(s) = {t j : s is the first sensor in L j }. Clearly G(s) is the group of targets closest to the sensor s. A group can have one or more targets. A group may also be empty.
Algorithm 2 Min_cov
Require: S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n }, T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m }, r s Ensure: individual movement of sensors mv i 1: repeat 2: for each s i ∈ S do 3:
Assign sensor s i to τ 6:
s ← first unassigned sensor in L j 10:
put t j in G(s) 11: end for 12: end if 13: end for 14: until no targets assigned to the sensors 15: for each s i ∈ S do # each group has at most one target 16: if group of s i contains a target t then 17: for each j ∈ I (u, v) do 5: if |τ j | > |X | then 6 :
else if |τ j | = |X | then 8 :
end if 10: end for 11: if |B| ≥ |X | then # No movement required 12: return (s, B) 13: end if 14: if |X | > 1 then 15: for each u ∈ X do 16 : t) where t ∈ G(s i ). So, we try to reduce the problem to this state by tackling only those groups having multiple targets and postpone handling those with single target. The algorithm 3 takes as input s i and G(s i ). It then finds a maximum set of targets τ ⊆ G(s i ) which can be covered by a single sensor. Algorithm Position also returns the position cp such that d(cp, t) ≤ r s ∀t ∈ τ and d M (cp, s) is minimum. Then the sensor s i is moved to position cp, and s i and τ are removed from S and T respectively. Each target t which remained unassigned (if τ = G(s i )) is moved into the group of nearest unassigned sensor. The process is repeated until each group has at most one target. For each group having exactly one target t and a sensor s, the movement needed by s to cover t is d A (s, t). The subset of sensors which are needed to cover all targets when Algorithm Min_cov is completed, are called assigned sensors.
C. ALGORITHM POSITION
The algorithm Position takes a sensor s and the set of targets τ within its cell, and finds a maximum set of targets τ which can be covered by a single sensor. It also finds a point c which covers τ and is closest to s.
For the algorithm we introduce the following definitions RC(t) the circular region of radius r s centered at target t I (u, v) the set of two points where circles of radii r s centered at u and v intersects when Definition 5: Given a set of targets τ , we denote by τ a the maximum subset of τ which is covered by a sensor placed at a.
Definition 6: For a set of targets τ , where RC int (τ ) = φ, a point on the boundary of RC int (τ ) which ∈ I (u, v) where
The problem of finding a maximum set of targets which can be covered by a single circle of radius r s , is equivalent to finding the maximum number of intersecting circles (of radii r s ) centered at targets. This circle placement problem is well investigated and an O(n 2 ) algorithm to solve it for n circles, is presented in [18] . Since we are also interested to find the intersection region closest to a given sensor, we have used algorithm Position which is of order O(m 3 ) for m targets. As per our definitions RC int (τ ) = t∈τ RC(t) is the region of intersection of all the circles of radii r s centered at position of targets t ∈ τ . If RC int (τ ) = φ, then all the targets t ∈ τ is covered by placing a sensor at any point within the region RC int (τ ), specifically at any corner point of RC int (τ ). So, a maximum set of targets which can be covered by a circle of radius r s can be found by checking all intersection points I (u, v), u ∈ τ, v ∈ τ . The algorithm Position considers all pair of targets which are at distance less than or equal to 2r s . For each such pair, their points of intersection are found. Among all such points, the algorithm selects a point cp, such that τ cp is maximum and τ cp is assigned to X . If X does not contain more targets than the set B (the set of points covered by sensor s at its current position), the algorithm returns (s, B) (sensor s should stay at its current position). If no two targets are within distance 2r s of each other, the algorithm finds the target t nearest to sensor s, and returns (o(s, t, r s ), {t}).
Lemma 2: For a set of input targets τ , if algorithm 3 returns the point cp and set X , then |X | is the maximum number of targets in τ which can be covered by a circle of radius r s .
Proof: For the sake of contradiction let us consider a set Y ⊂ τ , which can be covered by a circle of radius r s such that |Y | > |X |. For all corner points q of RC int (Y ), τ q = Y . As each corner point q ∈ u,v∈τ I (u, v), and we check τ q for all such points in algorithm 3, it is not possible for the algorithm to return a set X with |X | < |Y |.
Lemma 3: If algorithm 3 returns the point cp and set X , then cp is the point in RC int (X ) closest to sensor s.
Proof: If the algorithm returns s and τ s , the case is trivial. We now consider the case when s lies outside RC int (X ). The closest point in RC int (X ) can be found by drawing the square specified by equation |x −s x |+|y−s y | = D for a given D and gradually increasing the value of D until it meets RC int (X ) at some point cp. If cp is a corner point of RC int (X ) (Figure 3) it is found at line 4 -8 of the algorithm. For the case when cp is something other than a corner point, it must be o(s, t, r s ) for some t ∈ X (Figure 4 ) and will be found in line 15 -20 of the algorithm. Proof: Let us assume that initial position of sensors cover all targets but there exists at least one sensor s which moves from its initial position as an outcome of Algorithm 2. Suppose s moves to cover a set of targets τ . According to algorithm 2, τ ⊆ G(s) and there exists at least one target t ∈ τ such that d(s, t) > r s . But initial position of sensors covers all targets and hence there must be another sensor s which covers t i.e, d(s , t) ≤ r s . Since t / ∈ G(s ) and t ∈ G(s), we must have d(s, t) < d(s , t) ≤ r s which contradicts our initial assumption.
D. COMPLEXITY OF PHASE I
The preprocessing of sensors and targets to create lists L j for all target t j takes time O(mn log n) . We can form G(s) for 
) for Position and O(m) to update G(s).
If there are k iterations total complexity of Phase I is O(mn log n + km 3 ). Since at least one target is covered in each iteration, there can be at most m iterations and complexity of phase I is O(mn log n + m 4 ).
E. IPP FOR OPTIMAL MOVEMENT TO ENSURE COVERAGE
We present an IPP (Integer Programming Problem) formulation to find optimal movement needed to ensure coverage. Of course, we can apply it only when the problem size is relatively small. Even then it provides a benchmark against which we can measure the quality of our solutions obtained by Algorithm 2. Before explaining the formulation we define the following:
Given the set of sensors S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . s n } and set of targets T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . t m }, we define the following sets Lemma 5: After executing algorithm A o , the set of final positions F is a subset of P.
Let P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . p q }. We define a q × m matrix S l,j as follows:
We can say that S l,j = 1 implies that a sensor placed at position p l covers target t j .
We also define an n × q cost matrix C i,l where
The IPP is used to solve binary variables x i,l , i = 1, 2, . . . n, l = 1, 2, . . . q, where
The problem of minimization of total movement of sensors to cover the targets can be formulated as below:
The first constraint implies that a sensor s i can move to exactly one position p l .
The second constraint implies that a position p l can be occupied by at most one sensor s i
The third constraint implies that each target t j should be covered by at least one sensor. The term n i=1 q l=1 (x i,l × S l,j ) is the number of sensor covering the target t j .
IV. ALGORITHM TO ENSURE CONNECTIVITY
After moving the sensors to ensure coverage, the next phase begins which moves only the sensors unassigned in Phase I (Algorithm 2). We present two algorithms for this phase: one is simpler and the other is a bit more involved. The second one is found to be more efficient.
MinCon: Algorithm MinCon takes the revised position of the sensors and BS as input. We denote by S a the set of assigned sensors and BS. The objective is to find movements for some sensors ∈ S − S a such that all nodes ∈ S a become connected. We construct a graph G(S, E) where S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } ∪ BS and the edge set E is based on the communication radius r c . Two nodes s i , s j ∈ S have an edge between them if d(s i , s j ) ≤ r c . The algorithm starts with a Depth First Search (DFS) on G and to find the connected components. If all nodes of S a are in a single component then connectivity is ensured and no further movement is needed. Otherwise, we divide the components into two sets K 1 and K 2 where K 1 is the set of components having at least one node ∈ S a and K 2 are the other components. We need to connect the components in K 1 without disturbing the nodes in S a . We denote by S f the set of sensors which are free to move. Initially we put all nodes ∈ K 2 to S f . For each pair (κ i , κ j ) ∈ K 1 , we define the distance between the components dist(κ i , κ j ) as follows: We construct a complete graph G 1 (V 1 , E 1 ) as follows Definition 8:
We find the minimum spanning tree (MST) of G 1 with weight of the edges defined as above. On each edge e of the MST we put w(e) separating points which divide e into w(e) + 1 equal parts. The separating points can be computed by the following equations. Let TP(e) = {u, v} denote the two end points of edge e and let l = w(e) be the number of separating points. The (x, y) co-ordinates of l separating points p 1 , p 2 , . . . p l are computed by the following equation
Putting i = 0 in equation 2,3 give the co-ordinates of v. Also, putting i = l + 1 in those equations give the co-ordinates of u. Hence, we can refer v by p 0 and u by p l+1 respectively. It is clear that d(p i , p i+1 ), i = 0, 1, . . . l − 1 is less than or equal to r c
The purpose of finding MST of G 1 is to minimize the number of separating points to which the sensors / ∈ S a are to be moved to achieve connectivity. Now the task remains is to assign the set of free sensors S f to the set of separating points P such that total distance moved is minimized. This can be mapped into the Linear Sum Assignment Problem (LSAP) [14] . Here the cost matrix of dimension |S f |×|P| has the (i, j) th entry as the Manhattan distance between the i th element of S f and j th element of P. LSAP can easily be solved by a polynomial time algorithm employing Extended Hungarian method [14] .
Let H (x) denote the sensor assigned to separating point x by Extended Hungarian. Finally, by moving each sensor H (x) to the separating point x following restricted mobility the connectivity can be achieved. It is evident that larger the set of free nodes S f the lower would be the cost of solution H . Because of that we extend the set of free nodes S f by extracting free nodes from each component κ ∈ K 1 by calling algorithm ExtractFree.
ExtractFree: This algorithm takes as argument a component κ and S a . The set S a consists of assigned sensors, BS, and the end nodes of MST T . For a component κ, those nodes whose removal do not break κ into further components can be extracted. S κ = S a ∩ κ are the nodes in κ which cannot be extracted. The algorithm finds the set of articulation points in κ. If a node v ∈ κ is neither an articulation point nor ∈ S κ , it can be extracted. The process is repeated until no such v can be found.
MinCon_m: This algorithm is intended to improve upon MinCon by modifying the last step at lines 32, 33 of the algorithm. It is to be noted that if an edge e in the MST is such that w(e) = 1, we have e = (p 0 , p 2 ) and the separating point p 1 is at the center of e. According to the Algorithm MinCon we should move a sensor H (p 1 ) to p 1 . But that is strictly not necessary if d(p 0 , p 2 ) < 2r c . We can draw two circles of radii r c centered at p o and p 2 respectively (Fig. 5) . From the figure it is clear that H (p 1 ) need not be moved to p 1 but to a point p 1 which is closer. The algorithm Position described in subsection III-B can be used to find the point p 1 with ({p 0 , p 2 }, H (p 1 ), r c ) as the arguments. The algorithm MinCon_m is identical to MinCon except that lines 32, 33 are replaced by a call to algorithm SensorMove. In SensorMove, we use algorithm Position whenever w(e) = 1. For edges with w(e) > 1 we break the edge into segments until each segment has weight equal to 1 and the above technique can be applied.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm MinCon

Require:
1: set S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n , BS}, with the revised position of sensors after algorithm 2; 2: S a : set of assigned sensors and BS; 3: E : set of edges between nodes of S based on r c ; 4: Graph G(S, E) Ensure: Set of sensors and their movements needed to ensure connectivity 5: K ← DFS(G) 6: #K is the set of components returned by DFS 7: if S a belongs to a single component then 8: no treatment required 9: else 10:
# S f :the set of sensors free to move 14: for each pair
end for for each x ∈ P do 33:
end for 35: end if
For breaking into segments we find a middle pont p j and move sensor H (p j ) to p j and successively break segments p 0 , p j and p j , p l+1 , if required.
The next theorem states that the proposed algorithm initiates movement only if it is strictly necessary. # S is the set of nodes in κ which cannot be moved 4: Construct graph G 2 (V 2 , E 2 ) where V 2 = u : u ∈ κ and
while true do 6: run DFS on G 2 to find the set A of articulation points 7: if ∃v ∈ κ,
remove v from G 2 10:
return F 12:
end if 13: end while ∈ κ j . Then let t be a target covered by sensor s 1 . Since t is covered by set of sensors ∈ κ j , let s ∈ κ j be the sensor which covers t. 
end if 17: move
18:
end if 21: end for
A. COMPLEXITY OF PHASE II
The complexity of algorithm ExractFree for a component κ with x nodes is O(fx 2 ) where f is the number of iterations which is equal to the number of nodes freed from component κ by the algorithm. Since f < x, its complexity is at most O(x 3 ). The total time complexity of running ExtractFree on all components in K 1 is O(n 3 ) where n is the total number of sensors. Now we focus our attention on algorithm MinCon. Cost of running DFS on G is O(n 2 ). Finding the distance between all pair of components in K 1 involves finding the distance between each node in one component with each node of another component. As there are n 2 distinct pairs this cost would be at most O(n 2 ). If there are χ components in K 1 , the complexity of finding MST of G1 is O(χ 2 ) and the complexity of finding the separating points is O(χ ) where χ ≤ n. The complexity of extended Hungarian [12] method to solve the assignment problem is O(|S f | 3 ) where |S f | is definitely less than n. Hence, the overall complexity of Algorithm MinCon is O(n 3 ). For Algorithm 6, the algorithm Position is called at most |P| (number of separating points) times and each such call takes time O (1) . So, the complexity of MinCon_m is also O(n 3 ).
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed algorithm for coverage and connectivity have been extensively studied by varying the number of sensors and targets. The surveillance region is considered to be a square of dimensions 300m × 300m where sensors and targets are placed following uniform random distribution. The number of sensors are varied from 150 to 300 with a step size of 50. The targets are varied from 40 to 70 with a step size of 10. Also, the sensing range has been assumed to be 10 m, and the communication radius has been considered to be 21 m. This satisfies the condition r c > 2r s required for Theorem 1.
A. MOVEMENT FOR COVERAGE
We ran algorithm Min_cov for all the sixteen possible combinations of sensors and targets (# of sensors 150, 200, 250, 300 and # of targets 40, 50, 60, 70). We have taken 50 random placements of sensors and targets for each combination and computed the average values as shown in table 2. As pointed out in [13] , the coverage problem is reduced to the Linear Sum Assignment Problem [14] 
1) RESTRICTED TARGET PLACEMENT
According to this condition, no sensor can cover more than one target and hence LSAP must produce the optimal solution. For the LSAP, we generate a m × n cost matrix where {i, j} th element is equal to d A (t i , s j ) given by equation 1. As expected, the proposed Min_cov performs inferior to LSAP as shown in the Table 1 but the difference is slight. The variation in movement with the decrease in a number of sensors for 60 targets are plotted in Fig. 6 . We observe that the lines corresponding to LSAP and Min_cov are quite close.
2) UNRESTRICTED TARGET PLACEMENT
The targets are placed randomly over the region without any restriction. This is a general situation, and it is possible to cover multiple targets by a single sensor. As LSAP assigns one sensor to each target, its performance is bound to be inferior to that of Min_cov and the fact is demonstrated in the results shown in Table 2 .
From the Table 2 it is observed that, if the number of targets increases or the sensors decreases, the movement required by both Min_cov and LSAP increases. This is only to be expected as more targets need to be covered imply more sensors have to be moved. Also, when the number of sensors are less, there is a lesser likelihood of finding a sensor close to a target. Min-cov gives consistently better performance than LSAP throughout and the difference is maximum corresponding to 70 targets and 150 sensors. Here, we see that LSAP require total movement of 450m approximately and the corresponding value for Min_cov is 350m (approx). As the number of targets increased, there is more chance of finding them close to each other such that they can be covered by the single sensor. Since Min_cov uses algorithm Position to find the maximum set of such targets, it outperforms LSAP which cannot exploit this situation to any advantage. The difference in performance is more pronounced when the number of sensors are small. When they are more, individual movements of sensors given by LSAP is reduced, so that even though Min_cov requires less number of sensors to be moved, the difference between the two algorithms is not very high. We also plot the movement needed by both algorithms in Fig. 8 for 60 targets, as the number of sensors varied from 150 to 300. In the figure, we can observe that gap between the two lines widen as the number of sensors decrease.
3) MIN_COV COMPARED WITH OPTIMAL
Since for a large number of sensors and targets, solving the IPP becomes practically impossible, we have reduced the size of the problem. Here, we consider 40 sensors and 20 targets placed in a square region of size 120m × 120m. We have VOLUME 6, 2018 computed the ratio of total movement required in Phase I with that given by IPP, for 200 different random placements of sensors and targets. As IPP gives optimal solution, the ratio will be definitely greater than or equal to 1. We have divided the range 1.0 to 2.0 into intervals of length 0.1 and counted the number of occurrence of the ratio falling in each interval. The result is plotted in Fig. 7 . We observe that around 75% of the result lies in the interval 1.0 to 1.3 and no values beyond 1.9. We can conclude that total movement made in Phase I is close to the optimal in most cases and even in the worst case, it is less than two times the optimal.
B. MOVEMENT IN PHASE II
We discuss results in this phase considering only the situation where there is no restriction on the placement of targets. We first run Phase I and then compute additional Table 3 . Both algorithms follow the general trend of increase in movement when either there are more targets or fewer sensors. MinCon_m gives consistently better performance than MinCon. For a fixed number of targets, the difference in performance between the two algorithms increases with the decrease in a number of sensors. The difference also increases when for a fixed number of sensors the number of targets are increased. We can argue that the problem becomes tougher when either number of sensors are decreased or the targets increased. The results show that MinCon_m can better adapt to the increase in difficulty than MinCon.
C. TOTAL MOVEMENT IN PHASE I PLUS PHASE II
To compute the total movement we have only used MinCon_m for phase II. Here also no restriction is imposed on the placement of targets. The results are shown in Fig. 9 where each column is composed of parts corresponding to the two phases. It is observed that when the number of sensors are more, the contribution of each phase is more or less equal. But as the number of sensors decreases, the movement required in phase II dominates that in phase I. We can conclude that when the sensors are sparsely deployed, we have to give more effort to ensure connectivity than coverage.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a two phase algorithm to solve the TCRM (Target Coverage with Rectilinear Mobility) problem. We have shown that under this mobility model, the optimal point to which a sensor moves to cover a target is different from that with free mobility model. We have given an IPP formulation for the first phase of our algorithm and the computed approximation ratios are found to be between 1 and 1.3 for most of the cases. For the second phase, algorithm MinCon_m is found to be far superior to MinCon. We also show that the proposed algorithm initiates movement of the sensors only if it is strictly necessary. Even though this work gives a way of relocating sensors when the initial deployment does not ensure coverage, it can be also used at a later stage when some of the sensors die out resulting in either loss of coverage or connectivity. Future works in this are could be how to minimize the maximum movement of sensors while ensuring coverage and connectivity.
